ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Distribution Network Reconfiguration (DNR) is a very important and usable operation to reduce distribution feeder losses and improve system security. There are a number of normally closed and normally open switches in a distribution system. By changing the open/close status of the feeder switches load currents can be transferred from feeder to feeder. During a fault, switches are used to fault isolation and service restoration. There are numerous numbers of switches in the distribution system, and the number of possible switching operations is tremendous. DNR thus becomes a complex decision-making process for dispatchers to follow. Optimum operation of distribution systems can be achieved by reconfiguring the system to minimize the losses as the operating conditions change. Reconfiguration problem essentially belongs to combinatorial optimization problem because this problem is carried out by taking into account various operational constraints in large scale distribution systems. It is, therefore, difficult to rapidly obtain an exact optimal solution on real system. A branch and bound method in this field was proposed by Merlin and Back, which later modified by Shirmohammadi and Hong [1, 2] . Aoki et al. used a quasi-quadratic nonlinear programming technique to minimize power loss [3] . Civanlar et al. and Baran et al. proposed an approximate power flow method for loss reduction resulting from a switch operation on distribution systems [4, 7] . Expert system has been applied to solve the problem of DNR [6, 10, 11] . In this paper, a new and efficient DNR algorithm under normal operation to reduce resistive losses is proposed. The validity, capability and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by a four test system that used by other authors in technical papers.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The most of algorithms which has been developed in DNR techniques are based on load flow study which is dependent to the network size. In other words, the number of load flow studies increase as the number of network branches increase. Some DNR techniques which are based on heuristic solutions and engineering experiences utilize weighting factors in their solution. Preparing these factors is the major problem of these solutions because of their complexity and uncertainty. The new algorithm presented in this paper has not such difficulties. In principal, distribution networks have radial operation. The aim of DNR is to find a radial network that minimizes the power losses of system and satisfies operating constraints. A DNR solution could be expressed as an optimization problem [2] : 
Where, L is the set of branches that are in the network loops. Therefore, in order to minimize the positive losses in a loop, an equation which is same as KVL and considers Prague, Following procedure should be considered:
1. After load flow study, the procedure begins by selecting a bus which has the maximum voltage in a special loop which has the minimum |ΣR b I b | (which being calculated as same as performing KVL in a loop) in the entire loops of the network. Because opening a branch in this particular loop, results minimum affection on the currents of the other branches in the entire network.
2. The |ΣR b I b | being calculated from this bus. In this procedure, from bus to bus, as calculation proceeds, the value of starting to increase reaches to its maximum value. This increment continues up to passing of a special bus, which |ΣR b I b | starting to decrease. This bus has maximum |ΣR b I b | in the selected loop and has great importance in this calculation and here called critical bus.
3. Only one of the two adjacent branches of the bus obtained in step 2; in order to change the selected loop into radial grid should be opened. For making an optimum decision, first, one of these adjacent branches is considered to be opened by subtracting its associated current (which obtained by load flow study) from other branches in the loop by determining a unique direction for loop's current. After that, total loop losses which is related to new branch's currents are calculated (the current of opened branch is zero). This procedure is performed on another adjacent branch and finally, the branch which leads to fewer loop losses considered to be opened. 4 . If all constraints such as voltage and currents are satisfied, then this branch considered as permanently open during the procedure. If not, another appropriate branch should be opened. By this, one loop is changed into radial and the currents of its branches are defined. This procedure is performed on all loops and in each item, the currents which was updated in previous section are used. The first loop is very important in accelerate the algorithm. This loop must have minimum |ΣR b I b | in all loops.
5. If all loops changed into radial feeders, and all constraints are satisfied, then procedure is completed. Flowchart of proposed algorithm depicted in Fig.1 . Fig.1 . Flowchart of proposed algorithm According to described procedure for suggested algorithm, this algorithm only need one AC load flow in meshed network and other calculations are simple mathematical calculations then this method is very fast and increasing of network scales have not progressive negative effect on time of calculations.
TEST RESULTS
Proposed algorithm has been tested on various sample systems that discussed in other technical papers, and a real network (Qom city distribution network, Iran). Well-known sample systems for feeder reconfiguration algorithm that applied in papers are (A) 2-Feeder Network [4] , (B) 3-Feeder network [4] , (C) 32-Bus [7] , (D) 69-Bus [10] . Suggested algorithm has been tested on above mentioned sample networks and shows same results as the other algorithms (that their results was the best solution) in the case of (A), (B) and (D) test systems, but, better results for (C) test system which is shown in Fig.2 
